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Finding the 
Innovation  
Sweet-spot

Paula Bray + Louise Denoon, State Library of NSW



WHY?



“Innovation is not a one-
size fits all proposition” 
Scott Anthony, Harvard Business Review



It’s not just about technology



It’s about solving 
problems in new ways….



 CULTURE of disruption 



Worlds largest taxi company owns no taxis- Uber 



Largest accommodation provider owns no real estate- Air bnb 



Most popular media owner creates no content- Facebook



Largest knowledge platform: crowd generated - Wikipedia



Worlds largest movie house owns no cinemas- Netflix 



Largest software vendors  don’t write apps- Apple & Google



UK’s largest art show, not in a gallery- Art Everywhere



Moscow metro opens virtual library of Russian classical literature



If the camera decides that too many photos have been taken 
at your location, it retracts the shutter and blocks the viewfinder.



Artists design 
Kindergartens as cats



Change in design thinking



Apply the thinking into a useful outcome

“Managers who are skilled at executing clearly defined strategies are 
 ill equipped for out-of-the-box thinking’”Harvard Business Review

pic by Craig Sunter 



How do we move beyond our current boundaries to create new growth



What does disruptive look like to our people?



 What does this look like for a library, gallery or museum? 



Mmuseumm has been influenced by the digital age



of the web



pic by Garrett Miller



VALUES



Disruption or continuing what we do



“The best thing to do with 
your data will be thought 
of by someone else.” – 
Rufus Pollock of Open 
Knowledge Foundation



Best library service is unmediated service

What does one library card look like and do?

The most useful collection is a linked-one

The best experiences are the most personalised, 
  relevant and useful  



My digital library card links me to relevant stories 
 I can get on my travel-time 



For innovation to be a success you need to engender a culture of trial and error

FAIL



HOW



Can we support a culture of R&D

20%



How do we value our people as much as our collections? 



 One day a week: what would this do?   



Actively participate in networks 



Google 



 We don’t always know what we will find- innovation can help us find new things





Open data, open government



#Whatlibrariesdo
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